
office storage systems





space saving storage.
the right quantity, size and 
style of storage is key to  

maximising and styling any  
office or education space.

flexiform have been designing and  
manufacturing storage for 50 years,  
let us show you what we’ve learnt 
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”“LIZ DAWES, STORAGE SURVEY ANALYST 

4 5Freestor Storage Range

having the right type of  
storage can improve staff  
efficiency and wellbeing.
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With over 40 years of designing and manufacturing storage, Flexiform have 
seen the office environment change and develop with the advances of  

technology. Storage still plays an important part of any functioning office. We 
all love the idea of having a minimal, visually open plan office. However, there 
is no reason that storage can’t fit into this. The right solution is key to ensuring 

an open plan office is kept clean and tidy.

An important aspect of designing and installing your ideal workplace is getting 
to know the space, and with our filing and site surveys, Flexiform aims to 

understand the specific needs and requirements of your organisation.  
Firstly, by assessing how many linear metres of storage you need, we can  

accurately calculate your filing needs, from plan chests for a planning  
department, to pull-out filing for administrative staff, or collaborative furniture 
for creative minds. This allows you to maximise the office space and reduce 

footprints with our large capacity storage ranges.

 

 

The importance of Storage in the Workplace



Our storage is designed to maximise the storage capacity, while maintaining 
a small footprint in order to make the most out of any space. 

The diagram below illustrates 68% of the floor space is saved to be 
re-purposed by simply swapping traditional storage to high capacity 
storage. One Freestor unit can provide 5.7 linear metres of storage

 occupying 0.475sqm of space compared to 1.5sqm.

The diagram below compares the operating space of our tall Freestor  
Tambour range in comparison to a traditional 4 drawer unit.

In comparison to the 4 drawer filing units, the Freestor Tambour occupies 
30% less floor space when not in use and 50% less floor space when in use.

Reducing the floor space required from 5.2 SQM to 2.6SQM

Freestor Tambour Storage

4 Drawer Files

FREESTOR STORAGE
68% SAVED

TRADITIONAL STORAGE
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8 freestor
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Freestor tambours, acoustic tambours, hinged door and

combination units shown with Pico desks and fyn screens

Our Freestor lateral range consists 
of side filer drawers, hinged doors 
and combination units. Combination 
units have a mixture of hinged door, 
drawers and flipper compartments 
for multi-functional storage. 
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Freestor hinged door and combination unit
Inside components: Pigeon holes and plain shelf

Tailor units to staff needs with a 
large range of internal components



levelling feet

12” drawers or flipper

800mm or 1000mm
wide

large range  
of internal  

compontents

two tone finish
options

15mm steel tops or
25mm MFC top

large range of sizes from 
720mm - 2007mm

double doors with
120 degree 
hinges

central cam
locks
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Freestor hinged door and side filer
Internal component: plain shelf
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Efficient storage capacity with 948mm of filing width per shelf 
for a 1000mm unit.
Side filer storage with 12 inch drawers available in 2, 3 or 4 
drawer configurations. 
Hinged door storage with 120 degree opening for easy access. 
Gooseneck handle for easy opening.
Central locking with master keys available.
Anti-tilt mechanism as standard.
Side filer components available including side-to-side rails and 
front-to-back rails.
Full range of components including plain shelves, slotted 
shelves, lateral plain shelves with integrated suspension rails, 
lateral suspended filing rails or coat shelves (see back of  
brochure for details). 
1677mm and 2007mm combination units available including 
flippers or hinged doors with side filers.

800mm, 825mm or 1000mm wide
Hinged door has 8 height options from 720mm to 2007mm
Side Filers are available as 2 drawers units (720mm or 740mm), 
3 drawer (1017mm) or 4 drawer (1322mm)
All combination units are either 1677mm or 2007mm tall with a 
minimum of 3 drawers per unit.
Depth: 475mm

-

-

-
-
-
-
-

-

-

-
-
-

-

-

freestorlateral
Freestor lateral units include hinged doors, side filers and  
combination units, suitable for all areas of office. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION
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Top Image: Freestor combination units and hinged door.
Bottom Image: Side-to-side filing.



15Freestor combination unit
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Freestor tambours with 25mm MFC
Inside components: lateral suspended filing rail
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Freestor tambours and 
acoustic tambour units are 

our most popular range. 
The doors curl up inside 

the unit to create a 
compact operating area

Freestor acoustic tambours absorb  
distracting noise in the office
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Freestor tambours have a range of  
internal components to tailor units to staff 
needs. Our storage surveys analyse the 
type, components and quantity each  
department requires, specifying units to 
save space and money.

Freestor tambours. Internal components include lateral suspended shelves,
pull out filing frame, drawers, pull out worksurface and pigeon holes
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levelling feet
800mm, 825mm or 

1000mm wide

large range  
of internal  

compontents

two tone finish
options

15mm steel tops or
25mm MFC top

large range of sizes from 
720mm - 2007mm

tambour doors 
curl up inside the 
unit

central cam locks and 
easy grip magnetic 

close handles



Easy grip inset handle with magnetic aluminium slam rail.
Doors curl up into the unit giving full access to the unit.
Fully welded carcass for exceptional rigidity and stiffness with 
no joins in the carcass to front or side elevations.
Floor levelling.
15mm steel top or 25mm MFC top with 2mm ABS edging
2-point locking Lowe and Fletcher lock type 5689-2.
12.7mm slot centres to fit adjustable internal components.
Components include plain shelf, slotted shelf, pigeon hole, 
lateral plain shelf with fixed suspension rails, lateral suspended 
filing rails, coat rail with shelf, pull out shelf, pull out filing frame 
with 2 adjustable rails, long rail A4 suspended rails, single 
drawer, 8” or 11” system drawers (see back of brochure for 
details).
Optional acoustic perforated shutters allowing acoustic waves 
to enter and be absorbed with sound absorption EN ISO 
11654:1997, acoustic absorption class C, NRC value 0.8, M3 
fire rating.
Extra deep tambour wardrobe with coat rail, shelf and ventilated 
back.

Width options include 800mm, 825mm or 1000mm 
Height options include 695mm, 715mm, 720mm, 740mm, 
1017mm, 1090mm, 1110mm, 1200mm, 1322mm, 1490mm, 
1677mm or 2007mm
Acoustic tambours are available in 1110mm, 1200mm, 1322mm 
and 2007mm
Depth: 475mm as standard. Wardrobe 600mm
94% recyclable (based on a standard tambour)

-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-

-

-
-

-

-
-

freestortambour
Freestor tambours have a compact footprint and large storage 
capacity. The doors curl up within the unit creating a small 
operating area and have a wide range of storage components to 
tailor the units to each staff’s needs.    

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION
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Freestor tambour wardrobe with ventilated back.



21Freestor pull-out filing rail plus pull-out drawer,
pull-out shelf, slotted shelf with pigeon holes.
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23Jot Combination Storage & Jot Side Filer Storage

jot



24 Jot Combination Unit with Contrasting Slotted Shelves



Jot is a versatile storage range  
with side filers, hinged doors  

and combination units. Available 
with 6", 9", 12" or 15" drawer or 

flipper compartments and  
individual or central locking

25
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Jot Hinged Door and Side Filer Combination Unit
Jot Flipper and Side Filer Combination Unit
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levelling feet

6”, 9”, 12”  
or 15” drawers

800mm or  
1000mm wide

large range  
of internal  

compontents

two tone finish
options

inset handles
with labels

smooth carcass

15mm steel tops or
25mm MFC top

large range of sizes from 
720mm - 2007mm

central or  
individually  

locking  
compartments



Choice of hinged door, side filers, or combination units.
Combination units feature drawers with either flippers, hinged 
doors or shelving.
6", 9", 12" or 15" drawers.
Central locking or individually locking mechanisms.
Efficient storage capacity with 937mm of filing width per shelf 
(for a 1000mm unit).
Anti-tilt mechanism as standard.
Hinged door storage with 110 degree opening for easy access.
Full range of components including plain shelves, slotted 
shelves, lateral plain shelves with integrated suspension rails, 
lateral suspended filing rails, side-to-side filing rail, front-to-back 
filing rail or coat shelves (see back of brochure for details).

Standard heights: 695mm, 720mm, 740mm, 997mm, 1073mm, 
1302mm, 1607mm, 1912mm.
Depth: 500mm.
Widths: 800mm or 1000mm.

-
-

-
-
-

-
-
-

-

-
-

jot
Jot is a unique and flexible storage range which allows various 
drawer depths and independent locking mechanisms.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION
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Top Image: Jot Combination storage with flipper and side filer compartments.
Bottom Image: Jot Combination bookcase storage with 2 drawers and shelf.



29Jot Side Filer Storage with 6”, 9”, 12” or 15” drawers



30 Jot 4x 16” side filer storage
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Jot is our most versatile
range with the flexibility of  

specifying of drawers, flippers,  
hinged doors and shelves  

within a unit 

Jot can be fitted with cushion pads 
for perching
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Add a touch of biophilia
to your office design! Plants 
can help to increase air  
quality and staff wellbeing

Compatible with  
Freestor, Jot and  
Flexiglide MK2 
storage

planters
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34 Recycling Units
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recycling





levelling feet

bespoke laser
cut and lettering

available

large range of  
finishes

laser cut
design

optional vinyl
graphic covering

cam lock

large drop hole
alligns with the
internal bin

sloping top



Recycling units with laser cut designs.
Confidential bin available with streamlined drop hole.
Contrasting colour back panel.
Hinged door with central lock.
Removable perforated bin with handle.
Slopping top design to minimise waste left on top.
Internal guides ensure bin aligns with drop hole.

Height: 1050mm.
Depth: 390mm.
Width: 390mm.

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

recycling
Our laser cut recycling units are lockable with a removable bin and 
colour back panel, available for all areas of the office and cafés.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION
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Food waste Recycling Bin with removable perforated bin.



recycling

39General Waste, Food Waste, Paper/ Card, Plastics Recycling Units 
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pedestals

Pedestal with oak top and front panels
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pedestals

steel carcass

large range of  
finishes

side grip
handle

300mm or 400mm 
wide

anti-tilt mechanism

under desk or
desk height pedestals

cam lock

18mm MFC wood
front and tops or
steel

mobile feet



2 or 3 drawer pedestals.
All steel carcass with steel or wooden MFC front and top.
Central locking.
Anti-tilt mechanism.
100% extension for maximum storage.
Central castors.
Optional movable floating pen tray.
Optional dividers for foolscap filing.
Optional cushion top for perching.
Easy open handle.

 

Standard heights: 470mm, 600mm, 640mm, 720mm, 740mm.
Depth: 600mm or 800mm.
Widths: 300mm or 400mm.

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

pedestals
Lockable under desk and desk height pedestals for instant access 
for storage. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION
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Top Image: Under desk pedestal with MFC front and top panels.
Bottom Image: Under desk pedestal with contrasting colour front.



pedestals

43Pedestals with pen tray
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Freestor 10 door Accent lockers with combination locks
Freestor hinged door with 6 door Accent locker and planter
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46 Freestor 6 door Accent Lockers

Choice of 8 lock types including 
cam lock, combination locks and
digital card or keycode locks!

accent
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Our Freestor Accent lockers
are available in 6, 8 or 10 
door compartments with 

bespoke colour finishes and 
optional extra features

accent



steel carcass

optional bottom 
drawers

800mm, 825m or 
1000mm wide

choice of 8 locks

15mm steel top 
or 25mm MFC top

optional post slots,
locker numbering,
soft close hinges,
label holders

optional internal
trays or shelves

6, 8 or 10  
compartments

levelling feet





6, 8 or 10 door lockers.
Large internal capacity.
8 lock types available including cam locks, cam locks with label 
holders, combination lockers, coin operated with/without return, 
electric keycode and electric card operated.
Master keys always supplied.
Optional small or large (to fit business card) label holder.
Optional soft close hinges.
Optional bottom drawer units as an alternative to locker  
compartments.
Optional post slots.
Optional internal trays and shelves.
Optional locker compartment numbering to aid use in large 
buildings.
Each door can be painted a different colour with a large range 
of RAL paints. 

800mm or 1000mm wide.
6 door lockers are 1110mm or 1322mm high with an additional 
825mm width option.
8 door lockers are 1742mm high.
10 door lockers are 2150mm high.
All units are 475mm deep.

-
-
-

-
-
-
-

-
-
-

-

-
-
-

-
-
-

freestoraccent
Freestor lockers are an ideal way to inject colour into any office or 
education scheme. Available as 6, 8 or 10 doors, 8 lock types and 
many feature options, these lockers can be tailored to each client’s 
needs. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION
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Top Image: Combination Lock
Bottom Image: 6 Door Locker with Cam Lock



51Freestor 10 door accent locker





luxo





door fronts available
in steel, BioCarbon 
laminate, Fenix laminate, 
Trespa laminate or MFC 
finishes

mix and match 1, 2, 3 or 
4 door compartments

no visual divide

choice of high-quality 
locks: cam lock, keypad 
lock or RFID lock

optional internal  
shelves and trays

inset steel top and 
optional 25mm MFC top

metal welded carcass 
in a wide range of 

finishes

levelling feet



1727mm High Locker with mixture of BioCarbon finishes



 - Mix and match 1, 2, 3 or 4 door compartments to make unique 
configurations.

 - Strong metal carcass in a wide range of RAL powder coated 
paint finishes.

 - Choose from steel, MFC, Fenix laminate, Trespa laminate or 
BioCarbon laminate door materials.

 - Over 130 colour choices to suit all interiors.
 - Choose from 3 locks: Cam lock, Tronic keypad lock or RFID 

locks.
 - All locks are available with a masterkey or master override 

codes for maximum flexibility.
 - Fully welded carcass with an inset steel top.
 - Door-to-door seamless design.
 - Available with 25mm MFC top with 2mm ABS edge.
 - Available with steel shelves, hanging rails, small or large  

label holders.
 - 800mm wide x 475mm deep x 1317mm or 1727mm.
 - Levelling feet.

Ideal for smart working and agile working office environments, the 
Luxo Lockers give staff secure personal storage to help them freely 
move around the office to suit their task. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

luxo

RFID Locks in use



1, 2, 3 or 4 door lockers.
Available with internal hooks and shelves.
Coin operated or cam locks.
Master keys always supplied.
Various finishes including anti-bacterial paint.
Ventilation holes to remain airflow.
Mild steel or galvanised steel options.
Units bolt together.
Optional sloping top and end cladding panel.

Height: 1800mm.
Widths: 300mm or 450mm.
Depths: 300mm or 450mm.

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

metallocker
With anti-bacterial paint and ventilation holes, our metal lockers 
are designed for wet rooms and gyms. Available in mild steel for 
offices or galvanised steel for wet rooms.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION
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Top Image: Ventilation Holes
Bottom Image: 4 Door Open Locker



59Freestor 10 door accent locker



1, 2, 3 or 4 door 
compartments

internal hooks and 
shelves

cam lock with label 
holder

manufactured in mild
steel or galvanised 
steel

ventilated design

large range of finishes
including anti-bacterial

paints

300mm or 450mmm 
width and depth

optional sloping top

units can bolt together
to create a run

levelling feet





62 Flexilink 555 Racking with Bespoke Cladding



63flexilink



64 Single Sided Flexilink 555 Racking



infinate bays
(minimum of 2
bays)

multiple depths
heights and 
widths

large range of 
finishes

optional cladding surround

back to back
configurationsadjustable slotted, 

plain or sloping shelves



flexilink
Flexilink is a simple shelving system consisting of 4 components; 
back panels, side panels, end panels and shelves. Suitable for any 
location requiring high density, accessible storage such as  
libraries, offices and mailrooms. 

66

Versatile mild steel shelving system. 
Constructed from back panels, side panels, end panels and 
shelves.
Mix and match components to create a bespoke configuration.
Single sided or back-to-back configurations.
Plain shelf, plain with suspended filing or slotted shelves with 
dividers.
Adjustable shelves in 25mm increments.
Ventilated or solid panels.
Bespoke cladding available.
Available in various RAL finishes.
Bespoke hanging rails available. 
 
 
Standard heights: 975mm, 1275mm, 1575mm, 1875mm,  
2175mm.
Standard depths: 250mm, 300mm, 400mm, 500mm, 600mm.
Standard widths: 600mm, 800mm, 900mm, 1000mm, 1200mm.
A combination of bay widths can be used to create a bespoke 
storage solution.
Minimum of 2 bays.
 

-
-

-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-

-
-
-

-

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATION

Top Image: Slotted Shelf
Bottom Image: Plain Shelf
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Flexilink back-to-back configuration 

with bespoke 50mm Nebraska Oak laminate

“Low Flexilink 555 shelving 
is ideal for dividing spaces  
and can be used in libraries  
cafés and quiet zones, perfect
for displaying reading materials”
Lucie Carr, Space Planner



68 Miss 4 Leg Wooden Chair with X-Range Coffee Table



69flexigrid



flexgrid
Get creative with our grid shelving system, designed to create 
unique configurations for any part of the workplace or educational 
environment from decorative reception shelving, to agile  
workspaces with TV surround and integral desks and tables. 

70

Steel frame with 4 finish options.
Choice of 5 tiered heights: 455mm, 855mm, 1255mm, 1655mm 
and 2055mm.
12 preset configurations 
Large range of bespoke configurations.
Integral planters with liners to create a watertight lined box.
Mix and match steel shelves and back panels.
Wooden door storage compartments with push-to-open  
mechanism.
Plexiglass panels.
Wooden cube inset cubbies.
TV Surround with hidden cable ports from both sides.
Upholstered panels in 17 finishes with optional pinnable core.
Integrated desks and tables with cable management system.
Freestanding, wall fixing brackets or floor fixing brackets  
depending upon configuration. 

-
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-

FEATURES & BENEFITS

FlexiGrid 10 Pre-Configurations



Choice of 5 
tiered heights

Upholstered panels in 
a wide range of finishes

Planters, open  
/closed cupboards,  
cubbies and  
TV surrounds

Steel frame with 3 
monochrome colour 

options and clear 
coat lacquer

12 preset configurations  
and a large range of  

bespoke configurations

FlexiGrid 10 Pre-Configurations 71
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credenza



73Ferro 4 Drawer Credenza

available in a Ferro clear coat 
lacquer or powder coat paint 

finish

credenza



74 Ferro credenza with 3 doors



75

push to open or gooseneck
handles

large range of 
finishes

fitted with shelves as 
standard

inset 25mm MFC, laminate or  
Fenix top

A frame legs
or straight legs

curved end 
panels

doors and drawer 
storage



 - 2, 3 or 4 door credenzas.
 - Hubless castor feet available on 2 and 3 door powder coated 

units with overall height of 620mm.
 - Straight goalpost feet available on 2 and 3 door Ferro units.
 - Angled ‘A’ leg feet on all units raising the height to 740mm.
 - Push-to-open mechanism on powder coated units.
 - Gooseneck handles on Ferro units.
 - Soft close hinges.
 - Complete with internal shelf (1 per door compartment).
 - Powder coated paint finish available in a wide range of finishes 

including white, pale grey, silver, graphite grey and black.
 - Curved decorative end panels with optional contrasting finish.
 - Inset 25mm MFC top with 2mm ABS edge in a choice of white, 

grey, oak, walnut, beech or maple. Contrasting edge strips 
available on request.  

credenza
Our credenzas are available in a Ferro clear coat finish or powder 
coated paint. Both ranges are available in 2, 3 or 4 compartments 
with various leg styles available with internal components included 
as standard.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
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Top Image: Ferro gooseneck handle doors.
Bottom Image: castor foot option.



credenza

773 Door Credenza
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Plain Shelf
Ideal for storing Lever Arch Files, boxes 
and miscellaneous items.

Lateral Plain Shelf with Fixed Rail
This shelf stores items like a traditional 
plain shelf, but can also store suspension 
files on the rail under the shelf, providing 
greater flexibility.

Side-to-Side Filing
Suitable for drawers only, allows for  
suspending files side-to-side. 

Slotted Shelf
For use with dividers, a slotted shelf is 
useful for items that lack rigidity such as 
magazines, shelf files and wallets.

Lateral Suspended Filing Rails
For fixed side-to-side suspension files.

Pigeon Hole Shelf
Suitable for traditional pigeon holes for 
internal mail or storing A4 and A5 forms or 
literature.

Front-to-Back Filing
Suitable for drawers only, allows for  
suspending files front-to-back in 2 rows. 

JOT COMPONENTS

All our storage ranges are available with a large range of components to tailor storage to the users needs. 
The style and quantities of components can be easily selected with help from our in-house storage survey specialist.

components
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Plain Shelf
Ideal for storing Lever Arch Files, boxes 
and miscellaneous items.

Lateral Plain Shelf with Fixed Rail
This shelf stores items like a traditional 
plain shelf, but can also store suspension 
files on the rail under the shelf, providing 
greater flexibility.

Side-to-Side Filing
Suitable for drawers only, allows for  
suspending files side-to-side. 

Slotted Shelf
For use with dividers, a slotted shelf is 
useful for items that lack rigidity such as 
magazines, shelf files and wallets.

Lateral Suspended Filing Rails
For fixed side-to-side suspension files.

Front-to-Back Filing
Suitable for drawers only, allows for  
suspending files front-to-back in 2 rows. 

Pigeon Hole Shelf
Suitable for traditional pigeon holes for 
internal mail or storing A4 and A5 forms or 
literature. 

FREESTOR LATERAL COMPONENTS
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Plain Shelf
Ideal for storing Lever Arch Files, boxes 
and miscellaneous items.

Lateral Plain Shelf with Fixed Rail 
This shelf stores items like a traditional 
plain shelf, but can also store suspension 
files on the rail under the shelf, providing 
greater flexibility.

System Drawers
Pull-out drawers with optional dividers for 
storing general stationery items, IT  
equipment, chargers and cables. 

Slotted Shelf
For use with dividers, a slotted shelf is 
useful for items that lack rigidity such as 
magazines, shelf files and wallets.

Pull-Out Filing Frame
This filing frame holds 2 rows of front to 
back suspended filing and pulls out of the 
unit for ease of use.

Long Rail
Creates side-to-side A4 suspended filing 
on a pull out filing frame.

Pull-Out Shelf
A pull-out shelf to allow staff to reference 
and quickly edit files whilst at the unit.

Pigeon Hole Shelf
Suitable for traditional pigeon holes for 
internal mail or storing A4 and A5 forms or 
literature.

Lateral Suspended Filing Rails
For fixed side-to-side suspension files.

FREESTOR TAMBOUR COMPONENTS
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BIOCARBON LAMINATE (LUXO LOCKER ONLY)

NON-STANDARD BIOCARBON LAMINATE (LUXO LOCKER ONLY)

MFC DOORS (LUXO LOCKER ONLY)

MFC TOPS

STEEL CARASS AND DOORS

white
whm

white
whm

white
jws

zinc yellow
zys

pastel 
turquoise

ppts

white/oak
who

white/ 
multiplex

whx

artic white
bc115

country oak
bc688

elegant 
grey

bc259

tropical 
yellow
bc478

pale grey
mog

pale grey
mog

pale grey
pgs

fern green
fgb

pastel 
mauve

pms

egyptian 
white
bc129

sawn maple
bc690

gabbro 
texture
bc342

lime green
bc499

oak
mok

oak
mok

silver
jos

water blue
wbs

khaki green
kgs

antique 
white
bc142

washed oak
bc693

diamond 
quartz
bc369

cobalt blue
bc442

maple
mom

maple
mom

graphite 
ggs

sky blue
sbb

truffle 
brown
bs153

bog oak
bs620

andesite
texture
bc312

carmine 
pink

bc501

romano
cherry

rcm

romano
cherry

rcm

black
bls

regal blue
rbs

jet black
bc223

smoked 
oak

bc627

alluminio 
grey

bc394

ballerina 
pink

bc529

beech
mob

beech
mob

arrow red
arg

signal blue
sbs

graphite 
grey

bc259

royal walnut
bc646

azure blue 
bc425

sage green
bc551

walnut
mow

walnut
mow

carmine red
crs

ultramarine
blue
ubs

orange
ors

tauben blue
tgs

classic grey
bc264

english oak
bc670

crimson red
bc466

atoll green
bc559

nebraska
oak
neb

luna grey
bc278

orange
bc469

sky blue
bc584



FENIX DOORS (LUXO LOCKER ONLY)

TRESPA LAMINATE (LUXO LOCKER ONLY)

nero ingo
fo3

mystic 
white

k18 0.1

quartz grey
k05 5.0

natural 
greige
k06 7.1

rusty red
k08 4.5

ochre
k06 3.5

mid green
k28 6.2

cyclam
k17 3.5

silver grey
k03 4.0

ceramic 
greige
k11 8.0

east red
k12 4.5

sun yellow
k05 1.4

steel blue
k24 4.1

lavender 
blue

k20 5.2

blue fes
f08

papyrus 
white

k05 1.0

taupe
k10 6.1

tosccana 
greige
k06 5.1

mahoganny 
red

k09 6.4

white
k03 0.0

pacific
k26 5.4

forest green
s34 8.1

mid grey
k21 5.1

dark brown
k08 8.1

english red
k11 4.4

gold yellow
k04 1.7

powder 
blue

k22 2.4

mauvee
k16 5.1

rosso 
jaipur
f10

cream 
white

k04 0.0

terracotta
k10 3.4

black
k90 0.0

red orange
k10 1.8

pure white
k05 0.0

mineral 
blue

k23 0.4

dark green
k32 7.2

verde 
comodoro

f09

mid beige
k08 2.1

salmon
k08 2.3

anthracite 
grey

k25 8.1

passion red
k12 1.8

blueish 
grey

k22 2.1

brilliant blue
k22 4.4

briliant 
green

k33 3.6

castoro
ottawa

f07

sand
k07 1.1

pearl yellow
k04 0.1

charcoal 
grey 

k19 7.1

sienna 
brown

k10 4.5

ocean grey
k22 3.1

royal blue
k22 1.6

turf green
k36 3.5

grigio 
bromo

f05

stone grey
k08 3.1

pale yellow
k04 0.2

slate grey
k70 0.0

wine red
k12 6.3

transulcent 
green

k32 2.1

colbalt blue
k21 5.4

lime green
k36 0.8

grigio 
efeso
f06

pastel grey
k03 1.0

stone beige
k05 1.1

steel grey
k21 7.0

zinc yellow
k05 0.5

aquamarine
k28 2.1

dark blue
k20 7.2

spring 
green

k37 2.3

blanco 
aaska

f01

winter grey
k21 1.0

champagne
k05 1.2

deep red 
brown 

k14 7.2

mojito 
green

k41 0.6

vergigris
k30 3.2

dark denim
k22 6.2

cactus 
green

k35 4.0
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